strongly suggests an " inflamed " xanthoma.
(4) The firm yellow plaque softens, and sometimes ulcerates, leading to a scanty thick discharge. This ulceration may be omitted.
(5) Ultimately the lesions extend further in area, while flattening out. This extension ceases after a few weeks. At the final stage there is some yellowish white central atrophy, surrounded by an irregular scaly red or violaceous area of infiltration, with some marginal pigmentation. These lesions all persist, and have not been influenced by two full pastille doses of X-rays. The appearance of untreated lesions does not differ appreciably from those so treated.
Bacteriological investigation has been negative. Wassermann, Sigma and Mantoux reactions negative. Sections obtained from a biopsy two years ago showed with appropriate staining, a marked degree of fatty infiltration, elastic dystrophy, and a surrounding foam-cell and histiocytic infiltration.
Apart from their unusual clinical behaviour, since none of the fat showed double refraction, it was thought that the lesions could not be xanthomata.
Since the case was previously shown, several new lesions have appeared and passed through the phases already described. Their observation over many months has at last made it clear that the condition is that recently 'described by Urbach as " necrobiosis lipoidica diabeticorum." Balbi has only this year described the occurrence of such ulceration as is present. in The most important deviation, however, from the cases hitherto described' has been the occurrence of what one might call the "xanthoma phase" in the lesions, suggesting that these two conditions are not so distinct as previous case descriptions would suggest. This is borne out by the examination of further fresh biopsy material. Urbach and Balbi both report that their sections contain no doubly refracting crystals of cholesterol. A section from this case though showing only a few such crystals, confined to the centre of the fatty foci, does not contain a much smaller proportion than that seen in some xanthomata.
The modern treatment of diabetes with a low-fat and relatively high-carbohydrate diet, plus insulin, has been recommended, and will be instituted in this case.
Further investigations are being carried out, with regard to the marked vascular changes held by Balbi to be primarily responsible for this condition. I can only say at present that vascular changes particularly affecting the intima are present in some of my sections, but I have not yet seen anything approaching the degree described by him.
The clinical examination of the lungs, retinaw, and blood-pressure have not yielded any important results, nor have skiagrams of the limbs (for calcification) or. the microscopic examination of the urine.
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